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New Weights for Estimating Normal Surface in the Triangular Mesh
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Abstract: The normal vector at a node on the discrete surface is not unique, when a surface discretized
by triangular elements. A widely used technique to estimate the normal vector at a giving node is a
weighted average of the exact normal of the surrounding triangular elements. In this paper, two weight
factors proposed to estimate the normal vector at a node in the triangular mesh. The numerical
comparisons are performed between the new weights and with some existing weights for the two
knowing geometrical surface.
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1. Introduction
One of the geometric properties of discrete surface is calculating accurate normal vector at a point on
a surface as it is important in many computer graphics, curvature estimation, tangent plane
computations, and geometric modelling applications. The surface triangulation is widely used to
discretize a surface in computer applications for example smooth shading (Gouraud, 1971 and
Phong, 1975) and in numerical simulation methods such boundary and finite element methods. More
applications of the can be found in direct rendering of points in computer graphics (Schaufler and
Jensen, 2000). Therefore, it is necessary to have information about the normal vectors at the nodes.
In general, each node in triangular mesh connected to more than one triangle. In other word, a
number of triangles are shared in a node. The triangular element has a unique normal vector at all
points except at the vertices. Therefore, some estimation needs to find accurate normal surface at the
vertices of the triangles. Many researchers have attempted to estimate the normal vectors of discrete
points by fitting smooth parametric surfaces (Hoffman and Jain 1987; Yang and Lee 1999; Zhang et
al., 2001) or by generating triangular surface models (Milroy et al., 1997; Huang and Menq, 2001;
Woo et al., 2002). In any case, the estimation procedure would involve at least the following two
main steps. Identify the applicable neighboring points for estimating the normal vector and estimate
the normal vector based on points in the local neighborhood. These two steps are main feature of the
methods in this research (sections 2 and 3)
2. Problem Statement
In this section, we illustrate some weights for estimating the normal vector of a node in the triangular
mesh by using the exact normal vectors of the surrounded triangular elements. Suppose we have a
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surface S discretized into M triangles with N vertices (nodes). Let p be an arbitrary node on the
surface surrounded by the nodes r1, r2, …, rk and by the triangular elements f1 , f 2 , ..., f k with their
exact normal vectors are nˆ1 , nˆ 2 ,, nˆ k respectively; and let np be the normal surface at the node p as
illustrated in the figure 1. The main goal is to find the weight factors wi, i=1, 2, …, k such that
k
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where e represents the error made and it must tend to zero by approaching the size of the triangular
elements to zero. Many studies have proposed a formula of calculating wi to estimate the normal
vectors by using polygon surface model. For example, Meek and Walton, (2000); and Taubin (1995)
used the area of the triangle,
wi 
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Figure (1): Sketch of the surrounding triangular elements to the arbitrary node p.
Equal weights (equation 3) suggested by Gouraud (1971), and centroid of the triangle (equation 4)
suggested by Chen and Wu (2004),
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The inverse of equation (1), the angle αi in the triangle Δri p ri+1 (see figure 1) and the circumference
of the triangle are all used by Ubach, et al. (2013).
3. New Weight Factors
In this section, we suggest two new weight factors by transforming the coordinates of arbitrary node
p and it’s surrounded nodes to the local coordinate system XYZ with origin O at the node p and its Zaxis along the normal direction N 0p at the node p. where N 0p is calculated by one of the methods in
section 2. Suppose that wi=βi is the angle between the plane Z=0 and the triangle fi as can be seen in
figure 2a. Second weigh factor is wi=vi where vi is the volume of the pyramid that generated by
projecting the triangle fi on the plane Z=0. Therefore, if we denote the vertices of the triangle fi in the
local coordinates by ri, ri1 , O , then the base vertices of the pyramid are ri, ri1 , ri, ri1 , where ri, ri1 are
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projected points of ri, ri1 , on the plane Z=0, respectively (see figure 2b). Therefore, we suggest the
new normal vector at the node origin in local coordinate as,
k
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Where Ni are the actual normal vectors for the face fi, i=1, 2, …, k. we stop the iteration in
equation(5), when N pj 1  N pj  , j  0,1, ... and we choose ε=10-5 in this research. Thus,

N pj 1 is

estimated normal vector in the local coordinate. It should be transom it to the global coordinates.

Figure 2: (a) Sketch of the surrounding triangular elements to the node p at the local coordinates
system O-XYZ. (b) Pyramid with origin O is apex and base vertices are ri, ri1 , ri, ri1 .
4. Numerical Examples
Two typical surfaces are meshed by planer triangular elements. Initially 500 nodes on the surfaces
considered. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) angle in degrees is calculated by the equation (6) for
each weights presented in the section 2 and 3;
RMSE 
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where n appro
and n ej are estimated and exact norm vectors at the node j, respectively. All approximated
j
methods must converge to the exact normal vector by increasing the number of the nodes on the
surfaces.
The first surface is a mode of the spherical harmonic, which represented in spherical coordinates (ρ,
θ, φ) as,
(8)
(  4) 2  cos 2 sin ,
where 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π (see figure 3a).
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Figure 3: (a) Spherical harmonic surface showed in equation (8) (b) Toroidal surface expressed in
equation (9).
The weights in section 2 and 3 are used to calculate the normal vector and they compared with the
exact normal vector. In Figure 4, it is clear The RMSE for all weighs in section 2 and 3 are reduce
with increasing node numbers, but the reduction in the new weights in section 3 are faster.

Figure 4: The RMSE values of normal estimation for the surface in equation (8).
The second surface is the torus, which given by
x(, )  (r1  r2 cos ) cos 
y (, )  (r1  r2 cos ) sin 

0  ,   2,

(9)

z (, )  r2 sin 

where r1=0.8 and r2=0.4 as showed in figure 3b. The points in on the torus can be considered as a
parabolic, elliptical or hyperbolic point. Therefore, this type of the surface is good for investigation.
Figure 5 shows the RMSE errors for the points on the torus surface, in the similar for the pervious
surface all the estimated normal vectors in all methods in section 2 and 3 are converge to the exact
normal by increasing number of nodes, but, the methods in section 3 are converge faster.
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Figure 5: The RMSE values of normal estimation for the toroidal surface in (9)
5. Conclusions
The direct method for estimating the normal vector at a point on the surface in the triangular mesh is the
weighted average of the normal vectors of the surrounding triangles. Two new weights are proposed for
estimating the normal vector at a point on the discrete surface. According to the numerical examples, we
conclude that the new weights converge faster than the previous existing weights.
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